
My Soul 

My soul is burnt orange. 

Fruit sitting in the coals for so long it can't help but to flood its own pores with that vitamin C. 

That juice of the tidal waves and the rain, 

the first rain. 

The monsoons marked me and held me down, 

a weighted blanket to help me sleep; 

the force of nature keeping my worries down. 

My life made my soul strong, 

worn like my mom’s leather keychain 

and my abuelo's woven hat 

and my great aunt's rubbed smooth necklace 

and my baby cousin's favorite blanket. 

My soul is the sunset 

blackened and covered in the earth, 

planting Los Angeles y La Noria y Aguascalientes  

citrus seeds in the hellfire of myself. 

Crisp and charred and hurt, 

each drop sizzling and stinging my tongue. 

My life has been a memory of stinging sensations 



and bees making my face swell in the fifth grade. 

I walked across the graduation stage 

unrecognizable, 

stinger still embedded in the sideways crease of my eye. 

I did not cry 

as I would have once. 

I knew the salt would burn  

the place I gnawed, 

the inside of my cheek, 

the home and the hearth. 

But I sucked my saltwater fingers anyway, eager to cauterize the wound of my own making. 

My childhood and my now are cyclical.  

I make promises and the world breaks them for me. 

I don't feel broken, 

I just feel sticky with knowledge; 

I feel every molecule of air saturated with context and conditions and people knowing and not 

knowing but still acting. 

I feel every molecule of air practically dripping with all the things that make love hard. 

And they stick to me like I am flypaper or mosquito nets. 

The ones that did not work. 

The ones that let them in. 



The air fills me. 

It fills the sweet ache I feel in the places where my arms touch my ribcage 

and the warm hurt of my hand on my chest. 

I learned early on to hit the earth when I dropped to it. 

To raise my hand at the elbow and let it just 

Ricochet 

Pummel 

Pound 

My kinetic energy into the ground. 

I didn't feel bad, because I knew I had to get up somehow and if I got the attention of 

the earth, the ground, the tierra, 

the sisters of being, 

they would be the ones to push me back up. 

I am the sister and I am the brother. 

The mother, the guide, the prophet, the king. 

I am all of them and they are all of me. 

A cycle of love. 

Love is the swing that goes too high and circles all the way around, 

the waves that pull under and over, 

wrinkled hands kneading masa. 

Around and around. 



It is painful and terrifying, 

as am I, 

a burning fruit in my hand, 

all at once, 

Hurting, 

Healing.


